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FOREWORD

The National Curriculum Framework (NCF), 2005, recommends that children’s

life at school must be linked to their life outside the school. This principle marks a

departure from the legacy of bookish learning which continues to shape our system

and causes a gap between the school, home and community. The syllabi and text-

books developed on the basis of NCF signify an attempt to implement this basic idea.

They also attempt to discourage rote learning and the maintenance of sharp bound-

aries between different subject areas. We hope these measures will take us signifi-

cantly further in the direction of a child-centred system of education outlined  in the

National Policy of Education (1986).

The success of this effort depends on the steps that school principals and teach-

ers will take to encourage children to reflect on their ow learning and to pursue imagina-

tive activities and questions. We must recognise that, give space, time and freedom,

children generate new knowledge by engaging with the information passed on to them

by adults. Treating the prescribed textbook as the sole basis of examination is one of

the key reasons why other resources and sites of learning are ignored. Inculcating cre-

ativity and initiative is possible if we perceive and treat children as participants in learn-

ing, not as receivers of a fixed body of knowledge.

These aims imply considerable change in school routines and mode of func-

tioning. Flexibility in the daily time-table is as necessary as rigour in implementing the

annual calendar so that the required number of teaching days are actually devoted to

teaching. The methods used for teaching and evaluation will also determine how effec-

tive this book proves for making children’s life at school a happy experience, rather

than a source of stress or boredom. Syllabus designers have tried to address the prob-

lem of curricular burden by restructuring and reorienting knowledge at different stages

with greater consideration for child psychology and the time available for teaching. The

textbook attempts to enhance this endeavour by giving higher priority and space to

opportunities for contemplation and wondering, discussion in small groups and activi-

ties requiring hands-on experience.

The National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT)

appreciates the hard work done by the textbook development committee

responsible for this book. We wish to thank the Chairperson of the advisory

group in Social Sciences, Professor Hari Vasudevan and the Chief Advisor

for this book, Prof Sanjay  K. Jain, for guiding the work of this committee.



Several teachers contributed to the development of this textbook; we are grateful to

their principals for making this possible. We are indebted to the institutions and

organisations which have generously permitted us to draw upon their resources, mate-

rials and personnel. We are especially  grateful to the members of the National Moni-

toring Committee, appointed by the Department of Secondary and Higher Education,

Ministry of Human Resource Development under the Chairpersonship of Professor

Mrinal Miri and Professor G.P. Deshpande for their valuable time and contribution. As

an organisation  committed to systemic reform and continuous improvement in  the

quality of its products, NCERT welcomes comments and suggestions  which will en-

able us to undertake further revision and refinements.

           Director

New Delhi         National Council of Educational
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NOTE TO THE TEACHER

This textbook is expected to provide a good understanding of the environment

in which a business operates. A manager has to analyse the complex, dynamic situa-

tions in which a business is placed. Therefore, content enrichment in the form of busi-

ness news and abstracts of articles from business journals and magazines has been

given as inset material (boxes). This well encourage students to be observant about all

business activity and discover what is happening in business organisations with the

expection that they will update their knowledge through the use of libraries, newspa-

pers, business oriented  TV programmes and the internet. Various types of question

are given and case problems, multiple choice questions have been introduced to test

the application of subject knowledge to realistic business situations.
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(Choice of Form of Business Organisation):







Cost and ease in setting up the organisation):










(Liability)

        

        



(Continuity)






(Management ability)
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(Capital consideration)
        

        






(Degree of Control)


       




   (Nature of business)    
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Factors influencing the choice of form of Business Organisation

  
  

  
  

  


  
  

 Flexibility  
  

  

(A Comparative Assessment of

Different Forms of Business Organisation)





(Piecemeal basis)
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Private, Public and Global Enterprises





• 

• 



• 

• 

• 





        



























(Introduction)
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(Private Sector and Public Sector)
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(Forms of Organising Public Sector Enterprises)


         















        
       




















 






 


  

↓
↓

↓

↓
↓ ↓ ↓

↓
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

↓ ↓
↓
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 (Departmental Undertakings)

















(Features)



 


 


 

Indian Administrative Service
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(Merits)


 



 

          


 


(Limitations)


 



 



 



 




 


 (Statutory Corporations)
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(Features)



 



 



 


 



 


 




(Merits)
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(Limitations)


 



 


 

 



 (Government Company)
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(Features)




 


         


 

 


 
        


 



 government

shareholdings


(Merits)
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(Limitations)



 


 


        





ATM
network


SBI



SBI 
      


 (Changing Role of Public Sector)
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Board

for Industrial and Financial Reconstruction-BIFR     





 (Development of Infrastructure) 
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i 



       



ii 





iii 



) (Regional Balance)

        

        



















) (Economies of Scale):
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) (Check over Concentration of Economic Power)








) (Import Subtitution)

       


STC MMTC 


) (Government Policy

towards the Public Sector since 1991):  



• 


• 

• non strategic


• 

i 
(Reduction in the number of industries reserved for the Public Sector from

17 to 8 , and then to 3):  
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ii (Disinvestment of Shares of a

Select Set of Public Sector Enterprises):

        
       




(Privatisation in India)


((LJMC))LJMC



LJMC


LJMC

   LJMC      
BBUNL
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• 




• 
•        


• 
• 



iii (Policy regarding Sick

Units to be the same as that for the Private sector)
BIFR


        











iv) (Memorandum of Understanding):
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(Global Enterprises)









Majority Owned Foreign Affiliates-

MOFA












(Features)





) (Huge Capital Resources)
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) (Foreign Collaboration) 



technicians
(Clauses)





) (Advanced Technology)






) (Product Innovation)     




) (Marketing Strategies)

          
        



) (Expansion of Market Territory)
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 (Centralised Control)




Joint Venture-Bharti and Airtel)









 ELRO 


(Joint Ventures)

(Meaning)
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i) 




ii)         


iii) 
Non Resident

Indian)        
      

(Foreign

Investment Promotion Board -FIPB)

• automatic route


•        
FIPB
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 (Benefits)







)     (Increased Resources and Capacity):



       

      


 (Access to New Markets

and Distribution Networks): 





        
retail outlets
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) (Access to Technology):











) (Innovation)







) (Low Cost of Production) 



        













) (Established Brand Name):
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ii 
iii 
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MOFA MoU BIFR NRF
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Business Services





• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Introduction











intangible










Nature of Service)


[Five ‘I’s of service, viz.,

Intangibility, Inconsistency, Inseparability, Inventory (less) and Involvement]


(Intangibility):
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(Inconsistency) 





(Inseparability): 





ATM – Automated Teller

Machine)



(Less Inventory): 







Involvement


Difference between services and Goods)
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(Difference between Services and Goods)

  

  
 


  

  

  
 



  
 
 

  
 

  
 
 

 (Types of Services)


         


Business services
        


Social services
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Personal services




GATS - 


(GATS – General Agreements on Trade in Services


(GATTs-General Agreement on Trade

and Tariffs)GATS
GATS
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 Business Services)

       









        


Role of Services in an Economy)

• 
(OECD – Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development)


(GDP)


• 






• 
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• 




Banking)


        







        




Banking and Social Objectives





 
  
  
  
  

→
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→

→

→



Types of Banks)















   Commercial Banks):    













         









Cooperative Banks): 

          





Speicialised Banks): 
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Central Bank): 


RBI

 (Functions of Commercial Banks)





Acceptance of deposits







         






Lending of funds
          
OverdraftCash Credit
Discounting
          


Cheque facility
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(Bearer Cheques),
Crossed Cheque


Remittance of funds

 (Bank Drafts)(Pay Order)
(Mail Transfer)




Allied services

Underwriting) 



e-Banking)

       

(www)

(Digital Global Village)

(Virtual Banking)









(Web-enabled)



(Menu)

(Interaction)
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e-Banking









 



Electronic Fund Transfer-EFT(Automated Teller

Machine-ATM),Point of Sales-POS

(Electronic Data Interchange-EDI),

Benefits)




 

 mobile phone
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(Modem


         


 (Insurance)



          

        







         











Indian Insurance Sector
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IRDA






(IRDA – Insurance

Regulatory & Development Authority)     













         


Insurance Policy
Insured
Insurerassurance underwriter


Fundamental Principles of Insurance)
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Premium)

claims






Functions of Insurance)



Providing certainty
          




Protection)



Risk sharing




(Assist in capital formation)
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Principles of Insurance)

      



Utmost Good Faith)Uberrimae Fidei 


(Subject matter)









   (Insurable Interest):     
(Subjct Matter)






Examples of facts to be disclosed)

• 


• 

• 

• 
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(Trust)
(Trustee),  

 (Indemnity)


        





(Proximate Cause)
         





(Subrogation):







(Contribution)
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double insurance



          



(Mitigation):
        







 (Types of Insurance)





Life Insurance
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↓ ↓

↓

↓↓ ↓

↓
↓

↓
↓

↓
↓

↓
↓
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↓



        




       






 



 
         



 

(maturity) 

(Debtor)
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 (Types of Life Insurance Policies)







        
        





 (Whole Life Policy)



         


 (Endowment Life Assurance Policy) 







 (Joint Life Policy)
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 (Annuity Policy)



        


 (Children’s Endowment Policy)





 (Fire Insurance)






(Claim)

 
 








 




(Agent) (Principal) 
(Mortgagee)
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 (Uberrimae Fidei)



         


 



        




 


 (Marine Insurance)
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 (Ship / Hull Insurance)
         
         


 (Cargo Insurance)
       



 (Freight Insurance)
Destination





 


         
(In the manner and

to the extent agreed)
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(Difference between Life, Fire and Marine Insurance)
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General Insurance

 (Health Insurance)




        



Mediclaim)

    (Motor Vehicle Insurance)    





 Burglary Insurance
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   Cattle Insurance       




 Crop Insurance)        




 (Sports Insurance)





 (Amartya Sen Siksha Yojana)









 (Rajeshwari Mahila Kalyan Bima Yojana):
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(Communication Services)










(Postal Services)







Financial facilities
(PPF),



Indian Postal Network Realities
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 


• 
• VSAT 
• 
• 
www.indiapost.gov.in
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 Mail facilities      






i. (Greeting Post)



ii. (Media Post)
       


iii. (Direct Post)


iv. (International Money Transfer)
(Western Union Financial Services, USA), 



v. (Passport Facilities) –


vi. (Speed Post) 


vii. (e-bill Post) –



(Telecom Services)
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(Telecom Policy Framework), 1999
        





 (Cellular mobile services)

(PCO)




 Radio paging services





 Fixed line services

(OFC – Optical Fiber Cables) 



 Cable services
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 VSAT-services): (VSAT – Very Small Aperture Terminal)





        



 (DTH – Direct to Home)

(Dish Antenna)

(Multiple Channels) 
 



Transportation




(Speed) 
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(Infrastructure in Transportation)


–––

NHAI

(National Highway Authority of India)  
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(Private Warehouses)






(Public Warehouses)
          














(Bonded Warehouses)
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(Government Warehouses)




(Co-operative Warehouses)



(Functions of Warehousing)



(Consolidation



 A

 B  A / B / C

 C

(Break the Bulk) 





→
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→
→

→



A

A B

C

(Stock Piling)






(Value Added Services) 





(Price Stabalisation):

(Vice versa)


 (Financing)     
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→

→

→

→



A W

 A / B / C / D

B  X

 A / B / C / D

C  Y

D A / B / C

Z

A / B

Central Warehousing Corporation)



(TCI)
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→






          

(Five I’s of

services, viz., Intangibility, Inconsistency, Inseparability, Inventory (less) and Involvement)
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(Contract

of Uberrimae Fidei)
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Ship/Hull),

Cargo(Freight).



 
 
 
 









         
VSAT
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(Bonded Warehouses

–
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Emerging Modes of Business





• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 















         

online)



Introduction)








(electronically) 


BPO
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e-Business)


 

Internet)



e-business versus e-commerce)












 (Scope of e-Business)



       


        
B2B
B2C        
Intra-B) 
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B2B




Firm as a link between Network of Suppliers and Customers)






B2B Commerce
Business to Business

       


      




Real Time

     replenishment

B2C



 












n














n

C2C
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⇔

⇔

⇔

⇔
⇔

⇔



Histroy of e-Business)

Personal Computers



 

 EDIElectronic Data InterchangeASCII*



 Compuserve


 
Browser)SSL


 
Amazon.come-Bay.com

 DSL  Digital Subscriber Line   
         


 


 


    (ASCII)    
ASCII 
     

(www) (Retrieve)(Display)

(Print) 
 
         (text)  
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    (SSL)      
     SSL  
           
          

         
     

     

http://www.uta.edu/infosys/e commn/terms/term a.htm


Customised






B2C Commerce):Business to Customers









(ATM speeds up withdrawal of Money)
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one way

C2B

Customers to Business-





        

Helpline



Intra-B Commerce
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B2E (Business to Employees)







Virtual Private

Network       







   C2C Commerce):     

Customer to Customer)











eBay)



Rating







C2C



PayPal
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(e-commerce makes flexible Manufacturing and Mass Customisation Possible)








 

  
401(k) Forum (US) 

 
Acumin Corp.(US) 



 
Dell (US)

 
 
Green Mountain Energy 
Resources (US)

 
 
Levi Jeans (original spin) 
(US) 




 
 
N.V. Nutsbedrif Westland 
(Newzealand) 

 
National Bicycle(Japan) 
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Simon & Schuster (US) 




 
Skyway (US) 





 
SmithKline  Beecham 
(US) 
http://www.managingchange.com 


yahoo groups)
Traffic Jam




A
Some e-Business Applications)

e-Procurement):

Reverse Auctions



e-Auction/e-Bidding):
          



 e-Communication/e-Promotion)    
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Pop-up: 



e-Delivery):Software
Multi media






e-Trading)
Financial Instruments
 sharekhan.com





e-BayFacilitating C2C commerce-The WayDoes it)

(Trust and Safety)
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 (eBay Feedback)








Buyer Protection)

PayPal Buyer Protection shield)



eBay Standard Purchase Protection Program


Spoof/fraudulent Website Protection)

Account Guard



       spoof@ebay.com  


eBay Security Center)



         



www.ebay.com
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(e-Business versus Traditional Business)








(Benefits of e-Business)

Ease of formation and lower

investment requirements):



Networked individuals and firms are more efficient than networthed individuals)





Table 5.1-Differences between Traditional and e-Business)
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online menu
  menu      
       

Electronic clearing system)
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Convenience):











Speed):



Information intensive

e-books







 Electronic Fund

Transfer

  Global reach/access):   









Movement towards a paperless society):

Red-Tapism
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Information Technology Act 2000 paves way for Paperless Society)
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Limitations of e-Business)




Low personal touch):

         


Incongruence

between order taking/giving and order fulfilment speed):
         



Need for

technology capability and competence of parties to e-business):




Digital Divide: The Facts)












        


        


http://www.news.bbc.co.uk/.../special_report/1999/10/
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Increased risk due to

anonymity and non-traceability of parties):


Impersonation-
        




People Resistance):



    Ethical Fallouts):      







Despite limitations, e-business is the way)
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Telecenters Projects in India)

   


     
   

    NIC)  
   

       
       

      
 NDDB)

    NIC)  



Online Transactions)
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Registration):

Account
Shopping CartPassword

Log-in

   Placing an order):     


        


 Payment mechanism):


• CoD-Cash on Delivery


• Cheque):


• Net-banking Transfer): 
Electronic Fund Transfer
         



 
  

  
 



  

(Buying and Selling Process)

152 

→ →

→ →

→
→



• Credit or Debit Cards):






        






(Online Authorisation)


• Digital Cash):Cyber Space



e-cash

         



Security and Safety of e-Transactions)

e-Business Risks)
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indiatimes.com





www.indiatimes.com 
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Transacitons Risks): 


• 
       
default on order taking/giving

• 
default

on delivery

• 
default on payment





authorisation
 
cookies)

Caller ID
well established shopping sites


Rating




  
off linecredit limit)
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SSLencryption or cryptography

 





      Data storage and transmission risks):





VIRUS

Vital Information

Under Siege













cryptography

cyphertext

secret key

decipher



Risks of threat to intellectual property

and privacy):
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      Resources required for

Successful e-Business Implementation):



www




Outsourcing: Concept)


Non-core
CoreCaptive unit
Third party specialists





       Outsourcing involves

contracting out):


          
housekeeping)





Generally non-core business activities are outsourced):
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secondary)incidental

        











        



Processes

may be outsourced to a captive unit or a third party):





















Captive

BPO Unit)
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Types of outsourcing service providers





horizontals
       
      verticals
















 





 






(Types of outsourcing service providers)

→

159

→ →

→

→

→



 (Scope of Outsourcing)




(Information Technology enabled

Services)  Business Process Outsourcing)


Customer

oriented voice based services)     


x
In-bound
Out-boundtraffic


Need for Outsourcing



























Scope of Outsourcing

Source:www.cygnusindia.com
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Anatomy of Outsourcing

Focusing of attention
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Quest for excellence):

    





Cost Reduction)










Growth through alliance)





       
Inter Organisational Knowledge sharing
collaborative learning)



    Fillip to economic development)  
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Concerns over Outsourcing)



Confidentiality):





Sweat shopping)







Ethical concerns



 







Resentment in home countries
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Gross Domestic Production
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Practical Business)
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       Social Responsibilities of Business and Business Ethics





• 

• 

• 

• 

• 





         

















Introduction
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(Concept of Social Responsibility)



























Need for Social Responsibility)
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Corportate Social Responsibility-CSR)

–
       

CSR


 CSR     






CSR        


 (Arguments for Social Responsibility)

Justification for existence and growth):

        



(Long-term interest of the firm)


–



Avoidance of government regulation):
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Maintenance of Society):

        



(Availability of resources with business):






Converting problems into opportunities)


      


(Better environment for doing business)





(Holding business responsible

for social problems)





6.3.2 Arguments against Social Responsibility)



(Violation of profit maximisation objective)
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(Burden on consumers)





(Lack of social skills)




Lack of broad public support




Reality of Social Responsiblity)


       
      

  

      






 

    Threat of public regulation)
welfare states
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Pressure of labour movement)


hire and fire)



Impact of consumer consciousness

(Caveat

EmptorCustomer is King


Development of social standard for

business)






Development of business education)




Relationship between

social interest and business interest)






Development of professional managerial class)
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–



         



Kinds of Social Responsibility)



Economic responsibility)




Legal responsibility)



Ethical responsibility




Discretionary responsibility


speculative activity




Social Responsibility towards Different Interest Groups)
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Responsibility towards

the shareholders or owners)





Responsibility towards the workers)





Responsibility towards the consumers)






Responsibility towards the government

and community)





(Business and Environmental Protection)





   –     
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Causes of Pollution)












Air pollution)
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Water pollution)




  Land Pollution)     



Noise pollution): 



Environmental Problems)








Need for Pollution Control)
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Reduction of health hazards)




Reduced risk of liability)




Cost savings)
        


Improved public image):


   


Other social benefits)



Role of Business in Environmental Protection)
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 Work Culture)


 

 



 

 





 




Environmental Protection in India-Steps by the Government)



i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
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Environment Action Plan - EAP)

Business Ethics)








        



(Concept of Business Ethics)

Ethicsethics 
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(Origin of Three Similar Concepts)

CSR
Anti-Trust Act)



Business Ethics)

         


Corporate Governance)
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Elements of Business Ethics)

 



Top management commitment)



CEO

    



   Publication of a ‘Code’)  



 







Establishment of compliance mechanisms)










Involving employees at all levels)




Measuring results)
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(Ground Rules of Ethics)






























–
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 –
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 –

 

 

 



 


 references)
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II

 



Corporate Organisation,

Finance and Trade





 

Formation of a Company





• 

• 

• 

• 





Carburettor

















(Introduction) 








  









 (Formation of a Company) 
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 (Promotion of a Company)









         










(Functions of Promoters)


  (Identification of Business Opportunity) 
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 (Feasibility Studies)






i)   (Technical Feasibility)    









ii) (Financial Feasibility) 


       





iii) (Economic Feasibility) 
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 (Name Approval) 


   

 



Form 1A

      (Fixing of Signatories to the

Memorandum of Association)




 (Appointment of Professionals) 





(Name Clause)


 
 


    [The Emblem and Names

(Prevention of Improper Use) Act] 
WHO, UNESCO, 
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    (Preparation of necessary

documents) 
Memorandum

of AssociationArticles of Association
(Consent of Directors) 

(Documents required to be submitted) 
Memorandum of Association


clause

i) (Name clause) 
        


ii) (Registered Office clause) 




iii)   (Objects clause) 




 (The Main objects) 





 (Other objects) 
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iv) (Liability clause) 






v) (Capital clause) 
       

        




vi) (Association clause) 








(Association clause)






(Articles of Association) 
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(Consent of Proposed Directors) 




 (Agreement) 




(Statutory Declaration) 




(Chartered Accountant) 


(Payment of fees) 



(Qualification Shares)





(Position of Promoters) 
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(Differences between Memorandum of Association and Articles of Association)
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Proforma for Statutory Declaration

“FORM NO. 1”

The Companies Act, 1956

Declaration of Compliance with requirements of the Companies Act, 1956 on

Application for Registration of a Company.

PURSUANT TO SECTION 33 (2)

NAME OF THE COMPANY   : M/S.........................................................

PRESENTED BY : SUSHIL.K.R.

Chartered Accountant

I,……………………………. (Name of CA)………………….. Partner of …………………..

(Name of CA Firm & its Address)…………………………………… do solemnly and

sincerely declare that I am a Chartered Accountant in while time practice in India, who is

engaged in the formation of the company of “M/s…………………………………………..

PRIVATE LIMITED”.

And that all the requirements of the Companies Act, 1956 and the rules thereunder in

respect of matters precedent to the registration of the said company and incidental thereto

have been complied with and I make this solemn declaration  conscientiously believing

the same to be true.

PLACE : NEW DELHI                                                        (NAME OF CA)

DATED :                                                                   CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
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(Preliminary Contracts)










 (Registration of Company) 
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(CIN - Corporate Identification Number) 
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(Effect of the Certificate of Incorporation) 


















     



) 







) 
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SPECIMEN OF

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION

I hereby certify that ………………………………………………………………… (name of

the company) is this day incorporated under the Companies Act 1956, and that the

Company is limited.

Given under my hand at Delhi, this seventh day of November, two thousand and sixteen.

Fees : Deed Stamp                                                                     Rs……………………….

Stamp Duty on Capital                                                                Rs………………………..

       SEAL

Sd/-

Registrar of Companies

Delhi

Corporate Identity Number

Of Company : 1352 of 2016

 (Capital Subscription)

        




 SEBI(SEBI Approval)

(Securities and Exchange Board of India-

SEBI) 



SEBI
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 (Filing of Prospectus) 
(Statement in lieu of Prospectus) 
       
      






 
(Appointment of Bankers, Brokers and Underwriters) 
 
       


    Underwriters) 




 (Minimum Subscription) 







 (Application to Stock Exchange)
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) (Allotment of Shares) 

 










(Provisional Contracts)







 (Commencement of Business)
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CERTIFICATE OF COMMENCEMENT OF BUSINESS

(Specimen)

I hereby certify that…………………………………. Ltd. Of ……………………………….

Which was incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956, on the ………………… day

of ………………. 20…………………. And which has this day filed a statutory declaration

in the prescribed form that the conditions of section 149 have been complied with, is

entitled to commence business.

         Given under my hand at ………………………….. this day of ……………………

two thousand ………………………………………

SEAL

Registrar                                                                         Joint Stock Companies

                                                                                    …………………….. (State)
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Memorandum of Association

(Specimen)

1. Name : The name of the company is Excellent Educational Services Limited. It is hereinafter

referred to as EES Ltd.,

2. Registered Office : The Registered office of the company shall be situated in the NCT of Delhi

and at present it is at : Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi – 16.

3. (A) Main Objective :

a) To engage in the design, development and delivery of World class service products in the sphere

of education for domestic as well as global markets.

b) To establish and strengthen presence / market share in the various segments representing various

stages in the education / re-education process in the life-long learning context, viz., identification

of prospects, curriculum-design, pedagogy, examination and evaluation, anticipating, societal/

market needs,content-delivery, placement services and human resource development and renewal.

c) To develop, publish / produce teaching, training and study materials, journals, periodicals,

reports,books,monographs and other multilingual literature / multimedia products for promoting

the objectives of the company.

(B) Ancillary objectives :

(a)  To develop special competencies and capabilities for designing, developing and delivering service

products for persons with physical and mental disabilities.

(a) To liaison and network with various individuals and institutions in government and non- government

sectors and fostering mutually beneficial relationship in the field of education.

(b) To host a website for virtual learning;

(c) To build up a research and reference library and to undertake documentation services;

(d) To own,purchase,lease,movable and immovable property in furtherance of the aims and objectives

of the company;

(e) To offer prizes,grants,stipends and scholarships in furtherance of the objectives of company;

(f) To provide a forum for raising,discussing and resolving of issues,problems and challenges in the

field of education; and

(g) To do generally all such other lawful things as are conductive or incidental to the attainment of

the above objectives.

4. Liability clause : Liability of the members would be limited to the amount of  unpaid value of the

share.

5. Capital subscription clause : The company shall ba registered with a capital of Rs. 25 lakh

shares of Rs. 10 each.

  We the following persons voluntarily agreed to be the signatories to the memorandum of Association:

Sunitha Vinita

Anil kumar Sunil kumar

Avtar singh Renu

Anita Usha

   The name and address of the company signatures to Memorandum have been modified.
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FORM NO. 1 - A

The companies Act. 1961

(Application form for Availability of Names*)

The Registrar of companies,

_____________________

_____________________

Sir,

              Subject : Availability of Names – information Furnishing of:

We, the following applicants are desirous of forming a company to be registered under the

companies Act, 1956, in the state union Territory of    _____________.

1. Name and full address of the person(s) applying for availability, of the name (IN BLOCK

LETTERS).

2. Proposed name of the company.

3. State whether public or private.

4. In case the proposed name mentioned in items 2 is not available, 3 names to be considered,

in the order of preference.

5. Main objectives of the proposed company.

6. Name and address of the prospective Directors of Promoters, etc.

7. Particulars of the names and situation of registered office of other companies in the same

group or under the same management.

8. Proposed authorised capital.

9. Please furnish particulars and results of any application moved to this or any other Registar

previously for availability of name.

10. Particulars of remittance of fee

Situation ___________

Dated _____________ ____________________

Signature of the Applicant
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Sources of Business Finance
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• 

• 



          











 


(Introduction)










Meaning, nature and significance of

business finance


life blood
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(Fixed Capital Requirements):









(Working Capital Requirements):
















(Classification of Sources of Funds)
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(Period Basis)









borrowings




accounts receivables
        
seasonal businesses




(Ownership Basis)
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(Source of Generation Basis)



       








     



(Sources of Finance)






        




(Retained Earnings)


(net earnings
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Merits

 
 explicit

cost
 


 
 

Limitations

 


 
 (opportunity cost



Trade Credit


creditors
accounts payable   




          


Merits
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Limitations

 


 
 

(Factoring)




with or without recourse
(clients)





(Invoice)










        

(Merits)
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Limitations

 
 


 



(Lease Financing)




lessor
lessee









Merits
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Limitations

 




 


 



 residual)



(The Lessors)

 (Specialised leasing companies



 (Bank and bank-subsidiaries




    Specialised Financial Institutions   




 Manufacturer-lessors
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(The Lessees)

 Public Sector Undertakings)



 (Mid-market companies):
(Public Profile)



 Consumers
(Retail Finance) 


 Government Departments and Authorities):




(Public Deposits)



  



        



Merits
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Limitations

 
 


 



(Commercial Paper)
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Limitations
 




 


 


(Issue of Shares)



          





Equity Shares)






   
   (Residual Owners)    

        


Merits
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Preference Shares)
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Types of Preference Shares)

 (Cumulative and Non-Cumulative





 Participating and Non-participating
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 Convertible and Non- convertible




(Debentures)





(Creditors) 



   (Debt Servicing Capacity)    

(Credit Rating and Information Services of India Ltd - CRISIL






Merits
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Limitations

 


 


 




(Companies Issuing different debentures)



       

   


(Commercial Banks)




letter of credit






Merits

 
 


 

underwriting agreement)
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Limitations

 


 




 




Type of Debentures)

(Secured and Unsecured

        


Registered and Bearer

       


Convertible and Non-convertible




    First and Second    



Financial Institutions)
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Merits

 
 


 

(Goodwill) 


 


 


Limitations

 


 


 




(Special Financial Institutions)

 Industrial Finance Corporation of India-IFCI)
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 (State Financial Corporations - SFC






 (Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation

of India-ICICI)




 (Industrial Development Bank of India IDBI):






 (State Industrial Development Corporation-SIDC):





 (Unit Trust of India-UTI


 


 Industrial Investment Bank of India Ltd-IIBI)
(Agency)
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 Life Insurance Corporation of India - LIC

     




International Financing)






 Commercial Banks)

 


(Standard Chartered


 International Agencies

and Development Banks)






International Finance Corporation - IFCEXIM Bank)
(Asian Development Bank)
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 (International Capital Markets)

   


i(Global Depository Receipts - GDRs)



        




         




ii (American Depository Receipts - ADRs)




   


iii (Foreign Currency Convertible Bonds FCCBs)
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(Companies Rush to Float GDR issues)

Initial Public offer - IPO
Global

Depository Receipt – GDR)
 

       

(Foreign Currency Convertible

Bonds




(Green

Shoe Option)


       




(Factors Affecting the Choice of

the Source of Funds)





(Equity Capital)
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 cost):(Procuring)

(utilising) 


 (Financial Strength and Stability of

Operations):

 
         



 Form of Organisation and

Legal Status): 




 (Purpose and Time Period):







 (Risk Profile): 






Control
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     (Effect on Credit Worthiness):





 (Flexibility and Ease):





 (Tax Benefits):
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Small Business





• 

• 

• 

• 













  
          

        



Introduction)











Meaning and Nature of Small Business
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–

 


        
 






        
(Micro,

Small and Medium Enterprises Development Act 2006)



–


Production)




   (Micro enterprise): 


 Small enterprise


 Medium enterprise
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Services

   Micro etnerprise   

   Small enterprise     

 Medium enterprise


Village industries)






Cottage industries)




• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Administrative Setup for the Small Scale, Agro and Rural Industries



nodal ministry

Small Industries Development Organisation)’
Office of the Development Commissioner

for Small Scale Industries)

      
National Small Industries Corporation



          


Khadi and Village Industries Commission),










–
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Role of Small Business in India
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Role of Small Business in Rural India)

       



        


        


         




–








Problems of Small Business)
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(Pre-

shipment) 

  (Finance)  




Credit worthiness



     


 Raw materials 





extractive



Managerial Skill





Labour
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Employee turn over

         







(Marketing)













  Quality       








Capacity utilisation
      





Technology




Sickness
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Global Competition)
 







i





ii



iii  (ISO 9000)  



(Government Assistance

to Small Industries and Small Business Units)
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(Institutional Support)

(National Bank for Agriculture and Rural

Development - NABARD):    



credit and non credit



:(The Rural Small Business Development Centre

- RSBDC)












(National Small Industries Corporation-NSIC):


• 
• 
• 
• 
• incubators
• 
• software technology parks)
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i. –credit rating
ii. 
track record
Performance and Credit Rating)



 (Marketing Assistance Scheme)



 



Ojbectives

 
 
 


 


 


 
 

Marketing Support to

MSMEs


i. 
Organising

International Technology Exhibitions in Foreign Countries by NSIC and

Participation in International Exhibitions/Trade Fairs): 
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ii. 
Organising Domestic Exhibitions and Participation in Exhibitions/Trade Fairs

in India):         
    








iii. 
Support for Co-sponsoring of Exhibitions organized by other Organisations/

Industry Associations/Agencies



iv. –Buyer-Seller Meets
 MSMEs

–     
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v. Intensive Campaigns

and Marketing Promotion Events)




vi. Other Support Activities)
• 

window display
• –


• 


• 


• 

Directory
• 
• 


• networking events



(Small Industries Development Bank of

     India - SIDBI):

• 


• 




(The National Commission for

     Enterprises in the Unorganized Sector - NCEUS ):

• 


• 
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• 
• 




• 


• 
• 
• 

(Rural and Women Entrepreneurship

Development - RWED):





• 
• 


• 
• 

(World Association for Small and Medium

Enterprises - WASME) : 

        




  (IRDP) (PMRY)
(TRYSEM) 
gender component    
(DWCRA)
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(Scheme of Fund for Re-generation

of Traditional Industries-SFURTI):     




• 
• 




• 


• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

(The District Industries Centers - DICs): 
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Incentives

 




(IRDP)






Land



Power


Water(No Profit No Loss)


Sales Tax


Octroi

Raw materials


Finance


Industrial Estates
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Tax Holiday








The Future

 

WTO)
        
      










  

level

playing)



think

global, act local
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Introduction)

        














(Internal Trade)
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Wholesale Trade)
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(Services of Wholesalers)

      




Services to Manufacturers)


 (Facilitating large scale production






 (Bearing risk):




 Financial assistance)





 (Expert advice
       



 Help in marketing function
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 (Facilitate Production Continuity




 (Storage)



Services to Retailers

 Availability of goods





 Marketing support





 Grant of credit
 


 Specialised knowledge






 Risk sharing
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Retail trade











Magic

Medicine)




 






Services of Retailers


         




Services to manufactuers and whole salers


 Help in distribution of goods
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 Personal selling




 Enabling large scale operations





 Collecting market information


      


 Help in promotion


        


Services to Consumers


 Regular availability of products




 New products information
 



 Convenience in buying
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   Wide selection     



    After sale services    




    Provide Credit facility    
       


Types of Retailing Trade






 


 
 


Itinerant Retailers




(Features)

i 
ii 


iii 


iv 
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 Pedlars & Hawkers




   









 Market Vendors







 Street Vendors


         
       


 Cheap Jacks
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Fixed Shop Retailers





Features
i) 




ii) 
Consumer Durables

iii) 




Types


  



Fixed Shop Small Retailers
 General Stores


          





  



 Speciality shops
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 Street stall holders









 Second hand goods shops












(Fixed Shop-Large Retailers)

 Departmental stores
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Akbarally’sSpencer’s


i)   



ii) 


iii) 



iv) 




v) 



Advantages

i) Attract large number of customers)




ii) Convenience in buying



iii) Attractive Services
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iv) Economy of large scale operations



v) Promotion of sales



Limitations


i) Lack of personal attention



ii) High operating cost




iii) High possibility of loss



(Clearance Sale)

iv) Inconvenient location







 Chain Stores/ Multiple Shops
Network



StandardisedBranded
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i) 



ii)         



iii) Branch Manager




iv) 


v) 



vi) (Inspectors)



        


D.C.M.
Raymonds     (Nirula’s)  
(McDonalds)

Advantages

 Economies of scale
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ii Elimination of Middlemen



iii No bad debtscash basis


iv Transfer of goods



v Diffusion of risk


vi Low cost 


vii Flexibility



Limitations
 Limited Selection of goods

  








ii) Lack of initiative





iii) (Lack of personal touch):
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iv) (Difficult to change demand):





(Difference between Deparatmental Stores and Multiple Shops)




i (Location):





ii (Range of products):






 (Services offered):


      

        


 Pricing):



(Discount)


 (Class of customers)
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 (Credit Facilities)



 (Flexibility)

       



Mail Order Houses
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Harmonisation of sales tax structure and value added tax
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I

International BusinessI





• 

• 



• 



• 

• 









South East AsiaMiddle

East






Export Houses)


MBA 
Fully Owned FactorySouth East

AsiaMiddle East







(Introduction)
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Socio-Economic









       

     Global Village











Box - A


India embarks on the path of Globalisation)



Balance of Payment

  

International Monetary Fund

IMF, 



IMF
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Meaning of International Business)






Intellectual PropertiesKnow-how
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Reasons for International Business)





Labour Productivity Production Costs)  
Socio-Economic



   

vice versa
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VsInternational BusinessVs Domestic

Business)













Box - B 

Box-B



(Firms need to be cognisant of environmental differences)















Price Sensitive
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Nationality of Buyers and sellers)

 







(Nationality of other stakeholders)





           


Mobility of Factors of Production)



       
       




Customer heterogeneity across markets)
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(Differences in business systems

and practices):  







Political system and risks)
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Business regulations and policies)







Currency used in business transactions)



        



            (Major differences between domestic and International business)
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Scope of International business)






Merchandise exports and imports)
       


        


Service exports and imports
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Tourism, Transportation and Business services dominate

International trade in services)

Tourism and Transportation













(Business services)





Rentals



Construction Projects)
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Licensing and Franchising):
    Patents  Copyright





Franchising

Fast Food Restaurants

Foreign Investment):


       
        

FDI-Foreign Direct Investment

Joint Venture)




Portfolio Investment)

  

   


Benefits of International Business)
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Benifits to Nations)

Earning of foreign exchange)




More efficient use of resources):









Improving growth prospects and employment potentials


       


export

and flourish



Increased standard of living)





Benefits to Firms)

Prospects for higher profits):
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Increased capacity utilisation







Prospects for growth):



multinational

companies

Wayout to intense competition in

domestic market):

          


        
catalyst

Improved business vision


     



(Modes of Entry into International Business)
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Exporting and Importing
         


direct and indirect exporting/importing
       



Export Houses
Buying Offices
Wholesale Importers

Advantages)


• 




• 



• 
       


Limitations)



• 
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• 
      
 (Licensining) 
FranchisingJoint Venture


• 


     




       



Contract Manufacturing



Outsourcing


• 


• 


• 
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Nike)Reebok)LevisWrangler



Advantages)




• 


• 

• 



• 
idle production capacities

       

 Reckitt and Colman    



• 

      


(Limitations)




• 
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• 


• contracted

output



Licensing and Franchising

Patents
Royalty
Licenser

  Licensee      



Cross Licensing

Franchising) 



FranchiserFranchisee
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“ 


 

Franchisor)
Franchisee)





Advantages





• 




• 






• 
 business takeover


• 
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• 




Limitations


• 




• 



• 




Joint Ventures



 











Advantages)


• 
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• 


• 



• 



Limitations


• 



• 


Wholly Owned Subsidiaries



parent company





 

Green Field Venture

 



Advantages


• 


• 
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Limitations



• 



• 


• 



India’s Involvement in World Business)












India’s Exports and Imports:to

   
Year) (Exports) (Imports) (Trade balance)

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
p   
DGCIS
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(India’s Foreign Trade in Goods)


Gross

Domestic Product





Trade

balance





concentrates







Commodity Composition of India’s Exports)



• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DGCIS 
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(Commodity Composition of India’s Imports
















 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DGCIS
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India’s Major Trading Partners)

 


  

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

DGCIS

India’s trade in services
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India’s Trade in Services)

     



       

       

       



       

       

       



(Percentage Shares of Major Services to Total Services Exports)

    
Travel Transportation Software Miscellaneous

    

    

    

    

    

    

DGCIS
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India’s foreign Investments)


InflowOut

flow

       



(Foreign Investment Flows into and out of India)
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Vs 




         



















Gross Domestic Product
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II

International Business – II




• 

• 

• 

• 

• 










        







       


        









destination
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Introduction)



















        

World bank),IMFWTO















Export-Import Procedure and Documentation)
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Export procedure




Receipt of enquiry and sending quotations)


   

proforma invoice




(Receipt of order or Indent






(Assessing importer’s credit worthiness and securing a guarantee for paymets)



     
Letter of credit)




 (Obtaining export licence):
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• 


• Directorate General Foreign Trade
Import Export

Code-IEC
• 
• Export Credit

and Guarantee Corporation-ECGC)
      Import-Export Code    

Directrorate General for Foreign Trade)
Profile

Non Resident interest



Engineering

Export Promotion CouncilApparel Export Promotion

Council       


Registration cum Membership

Certificate-RCMC

(Obtaining pre-shipment finance):






(Production or procurement of goods):
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Pre-shipment Inspection):


  



(Export Inspection Agency

star trading houses)trading

housesexport housesExport Processing Zones-

EPZSpecial Economic Zones-SEZ
EOUs)

Excise clearance):

Central Excise Tariff Act

invoice




duty drawback
Directorate

of Drawback

Land Custom Station


Obtaining certificate of origin):
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Reservation of shipping space):



        
  Shipping order       
Customs clearance)


(Packing and Forwarding):

Gross
Net





(Insurance of Goods):




(Customs clearance):


Shipping bill




Customs Appraiser at Customs House
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

port trust
Carting order
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(clearing and forwarding agent-C&F)

(Obtaining Mate’s receipt):



commanding officer





(Payment of freight and issuance of bill of lading)




airway bill


(Preparation of Invoice):





(Securing  payment)








Negotiation of the

documents) 
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(documents

against payment - sight draft
documents against acceptance-usance draft










letter of indemnity








(Major Documents needed in Connection with Export Transaction)

Documents related to goods)

Export Invoice




    (Packing list):    
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(Certificate of Origin):













(Certificate of Inspection):



Export Inspection Council of India -

EICI)







Documents related to shipment)

Mate’s receipt)

berth






Shipping bill):







(Bill of lading):


title to goods
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(Airway bill):



title to goods


(Marine Insurance policy):





(Cart ticket):






Documents related to payment)

(Letter of credit




(Bill of exchange):








Bank certificate of payment):
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Import Procedure





(Trade enquiry):


    
Trade directories      







(Proforma Invoice)



Procurement of import licence):



Export Import-EXIM


Directorate General Foreign Trade
Regional Import Export Lecensing Authority
Import Export Code-IEC


(Obtaining foreign exchange):




Exchange Control Department of RBI
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Placing order or Indent):








Obtaining letter of credit)







(Arranging for finance):




demurrage

Receipt of shipment advice):






Retirement of import  documents):
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Documentary bill of exchange)’

(documents against payment - sight draft
documents against acceptance - usance draft




(Retirement of documents) 


(Arrival of goods):



(Import general manifest) 




(Customs clearance and release of goods)






delivery order
(Endorsment for delivery)
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dock dues
(port trust dues recipt(Application to import)
(Landing and shipping dues office)


(Port Trust Dues Receipt).

Bill of entry








Major documents used in an import transaction )

Trade Enquiry)

        



Proforma Invoice)





Import order or Indent)





Letter of credit)
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Shipment advice)






Bill of lading)






Airway bill)



title to goods


(Bill of entry)

 (Customs office     






(Bill of Exchange)

        






(Sight draft)


.
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(Usance draft)





(Import general manifest)




(Dock challan)






(Foreign Trade Promotion, Incentives and Organisational Support)







(Foreign Trade Promotion Measures and Schemes)




Duty Drawback scheme):




 
(excise duty)
        
Customs Drawback

(Export manufacturing under Bond scheme):
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Exemption from payment of sales tax):




(100% Export Oriented Units -100% EOUs)Export Processing

Zones-EPZs)Special Economic Zones-SEZs) 


Advance licence scheme









Export Promotion Capital Goods scheme-EPCG):



negligibleactual

user condition        

supporting

manufacturers
        





Scheme of recongnising export firms as export house,

trading house and superstar trading house):
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(Export of Services):

service house

International

Star Service House

(Export finance):




packaging credit
pre-shipment)
        (post-

shipment


(Export Processing Zones- EPZs):

Domestic Tariff Areas

-DTA




      

Elctronic goods)


  SEZs)   SEZs,   
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100% Export Oriented Units-EOUs




EOUs


(Organisational Support)




(Department of Commerce):








(Export promotion Council-EPCs):



EPCs


Commodity Boards):
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(Export Inspection Council-EIC):



         




(Indian Trade Promotion Organization- ITPO)



(Trade Developmnt Authority)
(Trade Fair Authority ofIndia





    


(Indian Institute of Foreign Trade-IIFT):


        


  


(Indian Institute of Packaging-IIP):
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(State Trading Organisations)





        

(Metals and Minerals Trading Corporation-MMTC)
(Handlooms and Handicrafts Export Corporation-HHEC) 


    (International Trade Institutions and Trade Agreements)





Generally Accepted

Exchange Rate
       



(International Monetary Fund-IMF
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development-IBRD)
   International Trade Organisation-ITO   







IBRDIMF


General Agreement

on Trade and Tariffs-GATT)
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(World Bank)

(IBRD





International Development

Association

IBRD


IDA)IBRD



        




(World Bank and its Affiliates)

 
IBRD) 
IFC 
(IDA) 
MIGA) 
Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency)

ICSID 
International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes)
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(Functions of World Bank)














 


(International development association-IDA)


           

IBRD)


• 
• 
• 


• 



(International Finance Corporation-IFC)
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(Multinational Investment Guarantee Agency -MIGA)

 


(Objectives)
• 
• 
• 


• 


• 
• 

International Monetary Fund)




 


IMF 
• 
• 
• 
• 



(Functions



• 
• 
• 


• 
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• 


• 


(World trade organisation and major agreements)



(ITOUnited States

 
(General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs) 


GATT 
 GATT


(Uruguay




GATT 
World Trade OrganisationWTO

ITO





member driven rule-based)

       

WTO
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Objectives  of  WTO)

      GATTWTO

GATT WTOWTO

   
WTO

• 
• 


• 
• 

(Functions of WTO)

WTO 
• 
•  




• 
• 


• IMF, IBRD


• 



WTO(Benefits of World Trade Oraganisation)






• 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
• 
• 
• 



(WTO Agreements)

GATTWTO 
Intellectual properties


WTO 


GATT(Agreements Forming part of GATT):

1994GATT        
WTOGATT
GATT 
GATT

Agreement of Textile and Clothing-ATC)


 Quota) 
Multi Fibre Arrangement-MFA
GATT

WTO



Agreement on Agriculture -AOA)


GATT
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(General Agreement on Trade in Services-GATS)


        



• 



• most favoured nations


• 


(Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
GATT

        

(Intellectual properties
(Intellectual
         


GATT  
•      GATT   VII


• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• Agreement on Anti-dumping duties, i.e. Agreement on Implementation of article

VI (Anti-dumping) of GATT 1994.

• Agreement on Rules of Origin)
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(TRIPS) 
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Import Quota

(excise duty
custom duty
clearing

& forwarding agents



(Freight charges




Invoice)
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 C & F agent
(Delivery order)



(Bill of EntryCustoms Import

duty



(Foreign trade promotion):






Excise duty
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EIC)IIFT)
ITPO)IIP)




  

STC)MMTC


Trade Agreements)



IDA)
MIGA(IFC
(ICSID


 
ITO
GATTGATT
 

  GATT WTO  WTO  
IMFWTO 

Agreement on Clothing-ATC
GATSTRIPSAOA)
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 IEC 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 





 
 


 

 
 


 IBRD  IDA  MIGA  IMF

WTO TRIP ———   
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 IEC 
 
 
 Excise clearance
 Customs clearance
 
 
 
 
 
 


 

  


 
 

UNCTAD   MIGA  ITPO IMF
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Notes


